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ABSTRACT

Recently, the addition of nitrogen into GaAs-based components has
attracted considerable attention due to the high potential of the technique in
many device applications. The N incorporation from dimethylhydrazine into
GaAs1-xNx by metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) was studied in this
thesis. The incorporation efficiency of N into GaAs is very low and thus
carefully optimized growth conditions are required. The electrical, structural,
and optical properties of GaAs1-xNx were investigated with various experimental
techniques. The luminescence intensity of the material degrades rapidly with
increasing N composition due to the formation of nonradiative point defects.
However, post-growth treatments, like laser treatment or annealing, can be used
to recover the luminescence intensity.
A record high N composition x of 0.056 for MOVPE-grown GaAs1-xNx
was achieved by optimizing the growth conditions. Post-growth treatments were
studied for optimum luminescence intensity. Comparable results were gained
using annealing at 700°C for 10 minutes and laser treatment with the laser
intensity of 10 kW/cm2 for one minute. Similar growth and post-growth
treatment conditions were applied to Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x quantum well structures.
Annealing was found to shift the transition energy of Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x by up to
100 meV toward higher energies due to the local rearrangement of N
neighboring atoms, whereas a negligible shift was observed after the laser
treatment.
The critical thickness for misfit dislocation formation of GaAs1-xNx on
GaAs was studied with synchrotron x-ray topography. The critical thickness was
found to be about twice as large as the theoretical prediction. Point defects in
GaAs1-xNx were investigated using positron annihilation spectroscopy. An
increasing concentration of Ga vacancies was found when the N composition x
was increased. The anticorrelation between the luminescence intensity and the
vacancy concentration was attributed to nonradiative recombination through the
defect complexes containing the Ga vacancies.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Optical communications use quartz fibers as the transportation media of
light. The most widely used single-mode optical fiber has a chromatic dispersion
minimum at a wavelength of 1300 nm and an attenuation minimum at 1550 nm.
It also has local attenuation minima at 850 nm and 1300 nm. The properties of
the optical fiber have fixed these wavelengths as the optical communications
wavelengths.
Semiconductor lasers are used as emitters in optical communications.
Indium phosphide (InP) based lasers are used for the wavelengths of 1300 nm
and 1550 nm. For the wavelength of 850 nm, more inexpensive gallium arsenide
(GaAs) based lasers are used. GaAs also enables the use of a vertical cavity
surface-emitting laser (VCSEL), a cost effective laser structure, where the laser
light comes out from the top or the bottom surface of the laser. Since the mid
1990's, these gigahertz VCSELs operating at 850 nm have rapidly replaced
conventional edge-emitting lasers in short-range optical telecommunication.
With an optical link distance of over 300 m and 20 km, the wavelengths of
1300 nm and 1550 nm are used in lasers, respectively. Thus, for several years
there has been a lot of activity in developing GaAs-based active material for
these wavelengths to realize a long-wavelength VCSEL.
A promising candidate for a long-wavelength operation on GaAs is the
use of In(Ga)As quantum dot structures [1]. However, the commercial
breakthrough has not occurred yet. Another approach was introduced in 1992,
when Weyers, Sato, and Ando [2] reported a significant red shift of the
wavelength when a small fraction of nitrogen was alloyed into GaAs to form a
ternary alloy GaAs1-xNx. Later, in 1996, Kondow et al. [3] proposed a novel
quaternary material Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x, which would enable long-wavelength lasers
on GaAs. The development of a GaAs based VCSEL utilizing Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x as
the active material and operating at 1300 nm has been rapid [4], and the first
commercial products are about to arise. These components will enable a costeffective high-speed data transfer for intermediate distances of up to 20 km.
Figure 1 shows the band gaps of semiconductors that are typically used in
telecommunication lasers. Suitable substrate materials are GaAs and InP. The
component structures have to be grown coherently on the substrate, and thus the
lattice constants of the grown materials need to be about the same as in the
substrate. The shaded areas in figure 1 approximate the tuning ranges for the
band gap of Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x and Ga1-yInyPxAs1-x layers on GaAs and InP,
1

respectively. The two alloys cover about the same wavelength ranges. The
Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x on GaAs material combination has many advantages over widely
used Ga1-yInyPxAs1-x on InP for the communications lasers, like better
temperature stability due to stronger carrier confinement, lower manufacturing
costs, and compatibility with the mature VCSEL structure. However, the
relatively new Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x compound still suffers from the degradation of
electrical and optical properties as the N composition x is increased. Challenges
remain in the understanding of the growth and the physics of the compound.
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Figure 1. Band gaps of selected semiconductors as a function of lattice constant.
Continuous and dashed lines indicate direct and indirect band gaps,
respectively. Shaded areas show tunable wavelength ranges of Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x on
GaAs and Ga1-yInyPxAs1-x on InP substrates.
In this thesis, the properties of Ga(In)NAs layers and nanostructures have
been studied. The Ga(In)NAs samples were grown using metalorganic vapor
phase epitaxy, except for publication II, wherein the electrical properties of
lattice matched GaInNAs on GaAs were studied with samples grown by
molecular beam epitaxy. In publications I and IV the growth and annealing
conditions of GaAs1-xNx and Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x quantum well structures for longwavelength emission on GaAs were optimized. An emission at the
communications wavelengths was achieved. The combination of quantum dot
structures and Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x for long-wavelength emission was studied in
publications III and V. An enhanced luminescence intensity was observed at the
wavelength of 1300 nm.
The structural properties of GaAs1-xNx layers on GaAs were studied with
atomic force microscopy, x-ray diffraction, and synchrotron x-ray topography. A
2

good structural quality of GaAs1-xNx layers was observed when the layer
thickness was smaller than the critical thickness. The critical thickness is
understood as a maximum layer thickness, which can be grown on substrate
material without strain induced lattice defects. In publication VI the critical
thickness is determined and the strain in the layers thicker than the critical
thickness was found to relax through dislocations and cracks. Vacancy defects in
GaAs1-xNx were studied in publication VII with positron annihilation
spectroscopy. An increasing concentration of Ga vacancies was found with
increasing N composition x. The anticorrelation between the photoluminescence
intensity and the vacancy concentration was attributed to nonradiative
recombination through the defect complexes containing Ga vacancies. In
publication VIII the effect of post-growth laser treatment on Ga(In)NAs
quantum wells was studied. Laser treatment was found to be as effective as
annealing to recover the photoluminescence intensity of GaAs1-xNx. A negligible
blue shift was observed for Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x after the laser treatment as compared
to that after annealing. The negligible blue shift is advantageous when reaching
long wavelengths.
The structure of this overview is the following. The experimental findings
and theoretical studies on GaAs1-xNx are reviewed in chapter 2. In the following
chapters the results of publications I–VIII are discussed together with the
reviews of the specific issues. Chapter 3 introduces epitaxial growth techniques
and discusses the growth conditions needed for epitaxy of GaAs1-xNx. Chapter 4
discusses the structural properties of GaAs1-xNx and introduces the experimental
methods used in the studies. The optical properties of the material and the effect
of post-growth treatments on those are discussed in chapter 5. Quaternary alloy
Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x is introduced in chapter 6 and the use of the alloy in quantum dot
structures is discussed. A short review of the device applications of the alloy is
given. Finally, chapter 7 summarizes the main results of this thesis.
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2 FUNDAMENTALS OF GaAsN

It has been possible to grow GaAs1-xNx with the composition x of a few
per cent on GaAs substrates for several years. However, the basic parameters,
like conduction band and valence band energies, band offsets, effective masses
and lattice constant of the compound are not well known and the results of
different research groups are inconsistent. This is due to the difficult growth
conditions and the very exceptional physical properties of the alloy. Section 2.1
introduces these anomalous properties, and section 2.2 discusses more carefully
the experimentally observed properties of the compound in dilute and in alloy
limits. Sections 2.3 and 2.4 describe two theoretical models: the band
anticrossing model and the pseudopotential theory.

2.1 Anomalous properties
In a typical isovalent ABxC1-x compound semiconductor, the properties of
ABxC1-x change gradually from the properties of the material AC to the
properties of the material AB as the composition x is increased from 0 to 1. Most
of the material parameters change linearly with composition. Two important
parameters of common semiconductors, band gap energy Eg and lattice constant
ao, are shown in figure 1 in chapter 1. The lattice constant behaves linearly with
composition x. The linear behavior of lattice constant is known as the Vegard's
law. The band gap energy usually exhibits nonlinear bowing, and the change in
the band gap energy is expressed as

E g , ABC ( x) = x ⋅ E g , AB + (1 − x) ⋅ E g , AC − b ⋅ x ⋅ (1 − x) ,

(1)

where b is a bowing coefficient. The value of b is usually less than 1 eV and it is
composition-independent. The band gap energy changes with composition also
in dilute regime (x < 0.01) as equation 1 describes.
It was early noticed that GaAs1-xNx, does not behave as a typical isovalent
alloy. An isolated N atom in a GaAs lattice was observed to form a localized
electron state above the conduction band and to act as an excitonic
recombination channel under hydrostatic pressure [5]. Later, in 1990, Liu et al.
reported about N clusters below the conduction band of GaAs [6, 7]. Thus,
GaAs1-xNx is not behaving as a normal isovalent alloy in dilute compositions, but
N forms localized and optically active electron states near the conduction band
of GaAs. In 1992, Weyers et al. were able to grow GaAs1-xNx alloy with the N
composition x of up to 0.016 [2, 8]. They observed a significant red shift of
4

band-edge emission and absorption. Relying on a linear approximation, one
would expect an increase of the band gap energy from 1.42 eV of GaAs toward
3.2 eV of cubic GaN with increasing N composition x. The decrease of the band
gap with increasing N composition x means a huge bowing of the band gap
energy.
Figure 2 shows the band alignment of GaAs and cubic GaN measured by
Ding et al. [9]. They found the valence band offset of 1.84 ± 0.1 eV, which
means that the conduction bands are at about the same level. From this it is
expected that the adding of N to GaAs would mostly affect the electronic
properties of the material in the vicinity of the conduction band. Indeed, nitrogen
creates energy states to near the conduction band edge and to deep in the valence
band [10]. The energy states deep in the valence band do not contribute to the
band gap properties of GaAs1-xNx. Thus, the theories describing the alloy
concentrate on the conduction band.

Eg = 1.42 eV

Eg = 3.2 eV

Cubic GaN

∆EV = 1.84 eV

GaAs

Figure 2. Band offset of GaAs and cubic GaN.
The anomalous properties of GaAs1-xNx arise from the large size
difference between the N and As atoms. The covalent radii of N is 0.068 nm
compared to that of 0.121 nm for As. A large difference in the bond length
causes lattice relaxation around the substitutional nitrogen atom. This affects the
shear deformation potential and thus the valence band splitting of the alloy [11].
The large electronegativity (Pauling scale) of N (3.04) compared to Ga (1.81)
and As (2.18) makes the Ga–N bond more polar than the Ga–As bond and favors
the electron localization around the N atom.
The large difference between the As and N atoms creates anomalous
electrical and optical properties. However, the lattice constant ao and elastic
properties have a linear behavior with increasing substitutional N content of
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GaAs1-xNx [12, 13]. This enables the determination of N composition x with a
conventional x-ray diffraction method.

2.2 Impurity and alloy limits
Before Weyers et al. [2] introduced GaAs1-xNx with x up to 0.016, the
common belief was that it is not possible to grow GaAs1-xNx alloy due to the
miscibility gap. The thermodynamical calculations by Stringfellow and Horn
[14, 15] showed that the maximum solubility of nitrogen in GaAs would be very
low (~ 1014 cm-3). Liu et al. [6, 7] achieved N concentrations of over 1017 cm-3,
which showed experimentally that the thermodynamical solubility limit is
possible to be exceeded. The works done by Qiu et al. [16] and Bi and Tu [17]
hold the current records for the highest N composition x of single phase GaAs1xNx on GaAs and on GaP, respectively. Qiu et al. achieved N composition x =
0.10, which corresponds to the N atom concentration of 2×1021 cm-3. Bi and Tu
achieved N composition x = 0.148 on GaP, which offers an almost lattice
matched substrate for GaAs1-xNx with this composition. Schlenker et al. [18]
showed that the N solubility is dependent on the strain caused by the lattice
constant mismatch between the layer and the substrate. According to their
calculations the N solubility of GaAsN should be larger on a GaP substrate than
on a GaAs substrate. First-principles total-energy calculations by Zhang et al.
[19] showed that in the epitaxial growth the maximum solubility is about 8
orders of magnitude larger than the thermodynamic solubility. They found that
the maximum N composition x would be about 0.04 at the temperature of
650°C, which is in agreement with the experiments at that temperature.
However, higher N compositions are achieved at lower temperatures.
An impurity limit is understood as a composition range, where sharp
excitonic transitions are dominating the luminescence spectrum of GaAs1-xNx at
low temperatures. The localized energy state formed by a single N atom is
located at 150–180 meV above the conduction band minimum [5, 6] and does
not give luminescence at atmospheric pressure. The excitonic luminescence
originates from the nitrogen cluster states below the conduction band minimum
(CBM). Thus, the composition range of the impurity limit is dependent on the
clustering of the N atoms, which, again, is dependent on the growth conditions
of the GaAs1-xNx layer. A typical impurity limit is determined as the composition
range of x < 0.003 [20].
In the impurity limit, several N-induced localized states are observed [6,
20]. Under hydrostatic pressure, the N related states shift below the CBM and
can be detected by photoluminescence measurement. This is because the CBM
increases in energy much faster than the localized states as a function of
pressure. Usually the impurity states near the CBM shift along with the CBM as
6

a function of pressure, since their wave functions are constructed mostly from
the conduction band. In the case of the strongly localized N state, the wave
function is constructed from many bands of the host crystal and thus experiences
much smaller pressure coefficient [21]. The N cluster states are formed by N–N
pairs with a different distance in the lattice and by clusters having three or more
N atoms involved. The energies of the specific cluster states are constant when
increasing the N composition x [22], which indicates that the clusters do not
interact with each other. As the N composition x is increased, the CBM
decreases and overtakes the cluster states below the CBM one by one. The alloy
limit is achieved when the CBM is the lowest energy state and the sharp
excitonic transitions have disappeared from the luminescence spectrum.
In the alloy limit, the optical properties of GaAs1-xNx are dominated by the
properties of the CBM. However, the local nature of the electronic transitions
remains at low temperatures due to local fluctuations of the N composition,
which leads to band gap fluctuations and to exciton localization [23, 24]. The
localization results in an energy separation between the absorption and the
photoluminescence emission of GaAs1-xNx at low temperatures [22, 25]. A state
filling effect also arises from the exciton localization. The photoluminescence
peak shifts toward higher energies with increasing number of excited carriers
due to the filling of the localized states [23, 24, 26].
The composition dependent bowing of the GaAs1-xNx band gap results in a
strong decrease of the transition energy as N composition x is increased [10, 17].
Recently, Tisch et al. [27] made a careful study on bowing in GaAs1-xNx using
optical transmission measurements at room temperature. The bowing parameter
was found to be as large as 40 eV for very low N concentrations (x < 0.001) and
a constant of about 7.5 eV for high N concentrations (x > 0.08). They used the
equation

b( x ) = b0 + b1e − x x1 + b2 e − x x2

(2)

to describe the bowing parameter that fits to their experimental data accurately.
They found the following values by fitting: b0 = 7.5 eV, b1 = 21.1 eV, b2 = 15.9
eV, x1 = 0.26%, and x2 = 3.3%. The solid line in figure 3 shows the band gap
bowing given by equation 2. The dashed line in figure 3 shows an estimated
band gap at the temperature of 10 K based on the room temperature data and on
the decreasing band gap temperature dependence with increasing N composition
x [28, 29].
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Figure 3. Band gap energy as a function of N composition x in GaAs1-xNx.
The electron effective mass in the GaAs1-xNx conduction band increases
when nitrogen is introduced to the layer [30]. However, the value of the effective
mass as a function of N concentration is not clear. Zhang et al. [31] found that
the effective mass increases rapidly with N composition x and then gradually
decreases as the N concentration increases further (x > 0.01). Hai et al. [32]
reported effective mass values of 0.12 mo and 0.19 mo with the N compositions
of 1.2% and 2.0%, respectively. Their report suggests that the effective mass
will continuously increase with increasing N composition x. The gradually
increasing electron effective mass as a function of the N concentration has
obtained further support recently [33].
A new energy band in GaAs1-xNx was observed above the conduction
band minimum [34, 35]. It appears at above the single N atom resonant state in
energy and is denoted as E+ state. The E+ state shifts toward higher energies
linearly with increasing N composition. It shifts with a similar rate as the
conduction band minimum (denoted as E_) shifts toward lower energies. The
appearance of this new band has been explained in two different ways: with the
band anticrossing model and with the pseudopotential theory, which are
explained in the following sections.

2.3 Band anticrossing model
The band anticrossing (BAC) model was introduced by Shan et al. [34] to
describe the observed two-level repulsion [35] in the GaInNAs alloy. The band
anticrossing model explains the pressure and composition dependencies of the
8

GaAs1-xNx alloy by conduction band splitting. The splitting is caused by Ninduced perturbation, which is enhanced as the N concentration increases. The
new conduction bands are denoted as E_ and E+, and the energy difference
between them increases with increasing N concentration. The BAC model was
used successfully to predict an increase in the electron effective mass in
GaInNAs alloys [30]. Despite the oversimplified physical picture, the model has
been shown to describe the material properties of Ga(In)NAs very well [36–39].
Figure 4(a) shows the anticrossing behavior between the localized state of
nitrogen and the conduction band of GaAs. The N-induced energy state EN is
spread over the reciprocal space with constant energy due to the localized nature
of N-induced electron state. The energy state EN and the energy dispersion of
GaAs conduction band EM(k) are drawn with dashed lines. As a result of the
anticrossing interaction, the energy bands E_ and E+ are formed. The band
anticrossing model explains only the conduction band splitting, and the valence
band is assumed to be unaffected by nitrogen.

(a)

1.5 (b)

E+

Energy
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hh
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Figure 4. (a) Schematic illustration of band anticrossing model of GaAs1-xNx. (b)
Band gap energy of GaAs1-xNx as a function of N composition x.
An advantage of the BAC model is that it provides simple analytic
expressions for the conduction band dispersion and for the electron effective
mass as a function of N composition x. The new bands, E_ and E+, can be
expressed as [40]

E ± (k ) =

1
E N + E M (k ) ±
2

(E N

2
− E M (k ) ) + 4C NM
⋅x ,
2

(3)
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where EN is the energy of localized nitrogen state, EM(k) is the dispersion of the
host crystal (GaAs) conduction band, CNM is a constant describing the strength
of the anticrossing interaction, and x is the N composition. All the energies are
relative to the valence band maximum of the unperturbed host crystal. Figure
4(b) shows with a solid line the band gap of GaAs1-xNx as a function of N
composition calculated with equation 3. Values used for EN and CNM were 1.65
eV and 2.7 eV, respectively. A value of EM(0) = 1.42 eV was used for the GaAs
band gap. The dashed line in figure 4(b) shows the measured band gap of
GaAs1-xNx by Tisch et al. [27]. The BAC model gives an excellent fit when the
N composition x is smaller than 0.03. With a larger x, there is a significant
discrepancy between the experimental band gap and the BAC model. The BAC
model predicts that the band gap will close at x ≈ 0.3, whereas the
experimentally determined band gap seems to have a minimum value of 0.3 eV
at x ≈ 0.4 [27]. The suitable N composition range for the BAC model is not
clear, but it seems to work fine at least with x < 0.03.
The BAC model gives a simple analytic expression for the electron
effective mass. Using equation 3, the effective mass is derived as [30]

1
1 ∂E _(k )
1
= 2
=
1−
m*
k
∂k k =0 2mM

EM (0) − E N

(EM (0) − EN )

2

+ 4 xC

2
NM

,

(4)

where mM is the electron effective mass in the host crystal. Equation 4 can be
simplified to the form

m* = m M 1 +

2
xC NM

(E N

− E _)

2

.

(5)

Figure 5 shows the electron effective mass of GaAs1-xNx calculated with
equation 5. The model predicts that the effective mass will increase rapidly to
about 0.1 mo when x = 0.01 and then saturates to the value of about 0.11 mo with
larger x. It is not obvious that the prediction for the effective mass is correct,
even if the prediction for the band gap is very good. However, the majority of
the experimental works support the BAC model prediction about the nonparabolic conduction band and the increased electron effective mass in
GaAs1-xNx [30, 32, 33].
Table 1 shows the typical values used to describe the properties
Ga(In)NAs band gap with the BAC model [41]. The values for CNM and EN are
well established and the band gap of the host crystal (InyGa1-yAs) is used as
EM(0). Table 1 gives an estimate for the band gap of InyGa1-yAs in various
conditions.
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Figure 5. Electron effective mass in GaAs1-xNx calculated with band anticrossing
model.
The band anticrossing model motivated the development of a 10-band k⋅⋅p
method [42, 43]. A k⋅⋅p theory describes the dispersion of the bands very
accurately with a small wavevector k, typically when |k| < 0.2 kmax, where kmax is
the maximum wavevector in the first Brillouin zone. The k⋅⋅p method is widely
applied to study III–V semiconductor quantum well structures and alloys. A
6-band k⋅⋅p method describes the coupling between twice spin-degenerated lighthole, heavy-hole and split-off bands by means of the Luttinger Hamiltonian. An
8-band k⋅⋅p method includes the coupling between the valence bands and the
spin-degenerated conduction band. The coupling depends on the bulk dipole
matrix element and the wavevector k. In the 10-band k⋅⋅p method, the interaction
between spin-degenerated N-induced defect level and the conduction band is
included by means of the BAC model. The 10-band k⋅⋅p method gives an
accurate description of the dispersion of the bands in the Ga(In)NAs alloy and
quantum wells. Due to the strong non-parabolic nature of the bands in
Ga(In)NAs, quantum well energy states can not be calculated using the
conventional technique that assumes parabolic bands [39]. The 10-band k⋅⋅p
method has been shown to accurately describe the energy states in GaAsN
quantum wells and a valence band offset of (30 ± 15)% was found to give the
best fit to data [44]. The method was successfully used to model optical gain in
GaInNAs laser structures [38, 45, 46].
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Table 1. Parameters for band anticrossing model to calculate conduction band
properties of Ga(In)NAs [41].
CNM
EN (300K)
dEN/dp
dEN/dT
dEM/dp
Eg(InyGa1-yAs)T=0K
Eg,InGaAs (T)

2.7 (eV)
1.65 (eV)
0.015 (eV Gpa-1)
-0.00025 (eV K-1)
0.105 (eV Gpa-1)
1.512 - 1.337 y + 0.27 y2 (eV)
Eg,InGaAs – αT2 / (β + T)
= 5.408 × 104 (eV K-1), = 204 (K)

2.4 Pseudopotential method
The pseudopotential method is a microscopic theoretical model used to
calculate wavefunctions and band energies of semiconductors. In the empirical
pseudopotential method (EPM), experimentally corrected pseudopotentials are
used and thus the method can generate accurate energies for the electron states
[47]. The method was used to predict the composition dependent bowing and
localization of electron states in GaAsN [10]. The EPM uses a periodically
repeated supercell to describe the atomic structure of the system under
investigation. The method enables a supercell size of up to 104 atoms, which
makes it suitable to use also in impurity, cluster and atomic ordering studies. To
calculate the effect of atomic relaxation in EPM, an independent technique has
to be used to obtain the new atomic positions. The relaxed atomic positions can
be obtained for example by a valence force field method (VFF) [48], which treat
atoms and bonds like balls and springs, respectively. The relaxation of Ga atoms
around the N atom in GaAsN has been shown to have a strong effect on
conduction band mixing and thus to cause the strong bowing of the conduction
band edge [49, 50].
The main difference between the band anticrossing model and the
empirical pseudopotential method is in the origin of the E+ band. In the BAC
model the E+ band is formed due to the anticrossing of the GaAs conduction
band and the localized N state, while in EPM the E_ and the E+ bands originate
from the mixing of a1(Γ), a1(L) and a1(X) states with a negligible contribution of
the N state. Figure 6(a) shows a schematic illustration of the EPM calculation
results in the N composition x range of about 0–0.01 [51]. Mattila et al. [51]
have shown that the energy of the N state increases rapidly as a function of the N
concentration and would not be constant as assumed in the BAC model. They
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also found that the E_ energy state is formed by hybridization of a1(Γ) and a1(L)
states and that it is not sensitive to the configuration of N atoms in the supercell.
The Γ content of the E_ band was found to decrease as a function of the N
composition, whereas the Γ content of a1(L) was found to increase. The optical
transition probability between the valence band minimum and the conduction
bands was found to be directly proportional to the percentage of the Γ character
in the conduction bands. Mattila et al. suggested that the E+ band would
originate from a configuration weighted average of the a1(N) and a1(L) levels.
Recently, Gorczyca et. al [52] stated that the observed E+ transition would
actually be the transition between the a1(L) and valence band maximum levels.
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Figure 6. (a) Schematic illustration of GaAsN conduction bands in
pseudopotential theory as a function of N composition [51]. (b) Energies of N
cluster states in GaAs calculated with pseudopotential theory [50].
Figure 6(b) shows the calculated energy levels of the N clusters in GaAs
[50]. Two different cluster configurations were found to form energy states in
the band gap. The first one is a cluster where a Ga atom is surrounded by a
number of N atoms. A band gap state is formed with 2–4 N atoms. The second
configuration is a (110)-oriented chain of N atoms. The number of N atoms is
not limited and the energy state of the cluster lowers as the number of N atoms
in the chain increases.
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3 EPITAXIAL GROWTH

The arsenide-nitride materials studied in this thesis are grown on GaAs
substrates using metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE). An exception is
publication II, which is a study on samples prepared by molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE). MOVPE and MBE are methods to grow epitaxial layers on a substrate
crystal. Section 3.1 describes the MOVPE technique that has been in the focus of
this thesis. In the following sections the MOVPE growth of arsenide-nitrides is
discussed and selected experimental results from publications are presented.
Section 3.2 introduces the commonly used precursors. The effect of growth
parameters like growth temperature, growth rate, V/III-ratio, and growth
pressure and carrier gas are discussed in sections 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6,
respectively. Section 3.7 compares the properties of the two different growth
methods.

3.1 Metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy
In the MOVPE process a stable flow of metal organic source materials in
a carrier gas is conducted over a heated substrate in a reactor. The epitaxial
growth takes place when the metal organic precursor molecules decompose in
the hot zone over the substrate and the group-III and the group-V elements
diffuse to the surface of the substrate. After the adsorption of atoms to the
surface, they can diffuse on the surface, nucleate into the growing epilayer or
desorb away. Some precursors do not decompose until they reach the surface.
Due to different properties of source materials, it is crucial to find a proper
temperature, pressure and combination of precursors to grow high quality
crystal.
The synonyms used for MOVPE are metalorganic chemical vapor
deposition (MOCVD), OMVPE and OMCVD. The development of the MOVPE
technique has begun at the end of the 1960's [53]. Nowadays, MOVPE machines
are capable of producing atomically sharp heterointerfaces with an excellent
uniformity over a number of wafers. The largest reactors can handle 95 2-inch
wafers at a time. The increase of reactor size and the enhancement of growth
uniformity are the results of temperature and flow dynamics modeling. One of
the newest development steps of MOVPE machines is an optical in-situ
monitoring of the growing layer [54]. Optical techniques enable accurate surface
temperature, growth rate and doping level measurements, which can be utilized
to achieve a more precise growth control.
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The epitaxial Ga(In)NAs layers studied in this thesis were grown at
Optoelectronics Laboratory in Helsinki University of Technology. The MOVPE
machine was manufactured by Thomas Swan Scientific Equipment Ltd. and it
was installed in 1993. It has a horizontal quartz tube reactor with a crosssectional area of 5 cm2. Figure 7 shows the schematic view of the machine. The
vent line was purged with nitrogen and purified hydrogen was used as a carrier
gas elsewhere. Hydrogen was purified with a passive purifier that effectively
removes all the impurities containing oxygen. Precursors are located in bubblers,
which are held in baths at a stabilized temperature. Mass flow controllers (MFC)
are used to control the flow of the carrier gas through the liquid source materials
in the bubblers, where the carrier gas is saturated with the metal organic
precursors. The temperatures of the baths are used to control the concentration of
the precursors in the carrier gas due to temperature dependent vapor pressures of
the precursors. Prior to the growth, the precursors in the carrier gas are directed
to the vent line to stabilize the flow rates and the concentrations. The vent line is
directed through the pyrolysis furnace to the exhaust. To initiate the growth the
proper precursors are directed to the reactor. After the reactor the gas flow is
directed to the exhaust. At exhaust the metal organics, by-products and desorbed
elements are absorbed and oxidized in a charcoal scrubber.
carrier gas

mixing manifolds

sample

reactor
thermocouple

graphite
susceptor
lamp
MFC

MFC

MFC

bath

bath

bath

vent line
pyrolysis
furnace

TMGa

DMHy

exhaust to
scrubber

TBAs

Figure 7. Schematic illustration of MOVPE machine.
The precursors used to grow Ga(In)NAs were trimethylgallium (TMGa),
trimethylindium (TMIn), dimethylhydrazine (DMHy) and tertiarybutylarsine
(TBAs). Separate mixing manifolds are used for the group-III and the group-V
source materials to prevent unwanted reactions before the reactor. However,
DMHy is injected to the group-III mixing manifold due to the lack of a proper
connection to the group-V manifold. The time for the pre-reactions is still very
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short, because of the high carrier gas flow (5.5 liters per minute). Usually
metalorganics are in liquid form at room temperature, but an exception is TMIn
that is solid (not shown in figure 7). However, we have used a liquid solution
TMIn precursor, where solid TMIn is suspended in an extremely low vapor
pressure adduct solution N,N-Dimethyldodecylamine [(CH3)2NC12H25]. The
evaporated TMIn is continuously replenished by dissolution during the usage.
The advantages of solution TMIn are a constant output of TMIn over the entire
life of the source, a speedy response like other liquid metal organics and
effectively the same vapor pressure as solid TMIn.
A halogen lamp heats the susceptor in the reactor and the temperature is
controlled by a thermocouple located inside the susceptor. All the growth
temperatures mentioned in this thesis are thermocouple readings. Because of the
cooling effect of the flowing gas, the actual surface temperature of the substrate
is lower than the controlled susceptor temperature. For a similar reactor, the
surface temperature of the substrate has been measured to be about 50°C lower
than the thermocouple reading at the nominal temperature of 650°C [55]. All the
growth processes were conducted under the atmospheric pressure.

3.2 Precursors
GaAsN is a relatively new material, and the most suitable combination of
precursors for the MOVPE-growth is not yet clear. A low growth temperature of
500°C–600°C is needed for the N incorporation. Therefore, precursors with low
decomposition temperatures are needed. The concentrations of background
impurities, like carbon, hydrogen and oxygen, increase at low growth
temperatures. Thus, it is important to choose precursors, which are known to
generate low background impurity concentrations and are as pure as possible.
Tertiarybutylarsine [(CH3)3CAsH2] (TBAs) was used as a precursor for
arsenic in this thesis. The most common source for arsenic in MOVPE is arsine
(AsH3), which is gaseous. However, arsine is very toxic. TBAs is liquid at room
temperature, which makes it much more convenient to handle. In addition to
safety issues, TBAs has been shown to have advantages over arsine when
growing at low temperatures [56]. This is mainly due to the about 200°C lower
decomposition temperature of TBAs than that of arsine [57].
Trimethylgallium [(CH3)3Ga] (TMGa) was used as a precursor for gallium
in this thesis. Another typical source for gallium in MOVPE is triethylgallium
[(C2H5)3Ga] (TEGa). Both precursors are liquid at room temperature and have
similar properties in MOVPE-growth. TMGa [58] and TEGa [59–61] have been
suggested to form adducts in gas phase with dimethylhydrazine, which is
commonly used as a nitrogen source. TMGa and TEGa differ in their
decomposition temperature and in their by-products. TMGa decomposes
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incompletely at low temperatures, and thus the growth rate decreases when the
temperature is decreased. TEGa has a lower decomposition temperature and
provides a constant growth rate at temperatures from 700°C down to 500°C [62].
The unintentional C-doping is greatly enhanced at low growth temperatures
when using TMGa as a gallium source [63]. This is due to a stable
monomethylgallium molecule and is avoided by using TEGa as a gallium
source. The by-products of the precursors might have a significant role in
MOVPE-growth. TMGa produces reactive CH3 radicals, which might affect the
N incorporation by forming methylamine with NH2 radicals [62, 64]. Overall,
TEGa is considered a more suitable source of Ga for low-temperature-grown
arsenide-nitrides than TMGa [65].
Several precursors have been used to incorporate N to arsenide-nitrides.
Ammonia (NH3) is a common precursor for III-N materials grown at high
temperatures and the first GaAsN alloys were grown with precracked ammonia
[2, 8]. Ammonia has also been used for (Al)GaAsN without precracking [66]. In
MBE-growth precracked nitrogen gas (N2) is a widely used N source [67, 68].
Other precursors that are successfully used for metalorganic MBE and MOVPE
of
arsenide-nitrides
are
1,1-dimethylhydrazine
(DMHy)
[69, 70],
monomethylhydrazine [71], hydrazine [62], tertiarybutylhydrazine (TBHy) [72,
64] and nitrogen trifluoride (NF3) [62]. Figure 8 illustrates some of the N
precursor molecules. A common feature of hydrazine-type precursors is that they
all release NH2 radicals when they decompose. The most widely used N source
for MOVPE of arsenide-nitrides is DMHy, even though it shows a very low N
incorporation efficiency. Bourret-Courchesne et al. [61] reported that the
decomposition of DMHy starts at 320°C and is fully decomposed at 800°C.
They found that the pyrolysis of DMHy begins with the cleavage of N–N bond
and that also the (CH3)2N-radical decomposes at temperatures higher than
515°C. The large amount of different radicals in the gas phase leads to
complicated reactions and thus the properties of the crystal growth might vary
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Figure 8. Precursor molecules for nitrogen in arsenide-nitrides:(a) hydrazine,
(b) nitrogen trifluoride, (c) 1,1-dimethylhydrazine (DMHy) and (d)
tertiarybutylhydrazine (TBHy). Small atoms without labels are hydrogen atoms.
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largely between different types of reactors. NF3 was recently shown to be the
most effective N source for arsenide-nitrides [64].
In publication I, the growth of GaAs1-xNx using DMHy as a source of N
was studied. Figure 9 shows the dependence of the N composition x on
DMHy/V ratio, where V = TBAs + DMHy. The N composition was determined
using x-ray diffraction method. In this set of samples the TBAs flux was kept
constant at a value of two times the TMGa flux, which was fixed to obtain a
growth rate of 1.1 µm/h. The growth temperature was 530°C. A distribution
coefficient kN for N over As is determined as

kN =

X N X As
,
FDMHy FTBAs

(6)

where XN and XAs are the solid compositions of nitrogen and arsenic. FDMHy and
FTBAs are the molar fluxes of the precursors in the gas phase. A very low
distribution coefficient of 0.0052 was found for nitrogen even in these optimized
growth conditions for N incorporation. In addition to the low incorporation
efficiency, saturation of the N composition was observed with DMHy/V ratios
larger than 0.92. However, a composition of 0 < x < 0.056 for GaAs1-xNx was
achieved with DMHy. It was used as a N source also for the subsequent studies
on properties of GaAs1-xNx in this thesis.
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Figure 9. N composition x of GaAs1-xNx as a function of DMHy/V ratio [Publ. I].

3.3 Temperature
The growth temperature is probably the most important parameter in
controlling the epitaxial growth of arsenide-nitrides. The growth temperature has
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influence over the rates of all the chemical reactions and over kinetics of the
molecules and atoms in gas phase and on the surface. Arsenide-nitrides have
been grown with MOVPE at temperatures from 475°C to 700°C [62, 69, 73].
The N composition x decreases rapidly with increasing growth temperature [69],
which is probably caused by the temperature enhanced N desorption from the
surface [74]. Thus, a low growth temperature of less than 550°C has to be used
to incorporate enough N for the aimed 1.3 µm emission. An advantage of the
low growth temperature is a small enhancement in the critical thickness [75]. It
allows the growth of thicker strained quantum wells, which appears as reduced
photon energy. Drawbacks of the low growth temperature are the increased
impurity concentrations [63, 76] and the deteriorated material properties of
arsenide-nitrides [69, 73]. Thus, the determination of the growth temperature is a
compromise between the N incorporation efficiency and the material quality.

N composition x (%)

In publication IV, the effect of the growth temperature on the N
composition of Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x was studied. Two In compositions of y = 0.1 and
y = 0.3 were used. Figure 10 shows the rapid decrease of the N composition with
increasing growth temperature. The effect is even more pronounced with a larger
In concentration. Increase in the In composition results in a decrease of the N
composition. The process causing the effect is still unclear, but the increase in
the growth temperature seems to speed it up. Decreasing the growth temperature
below 520°C results in poor crystal quality. Thus, the optimum growth
temperature for N incorporation was found to be 520°C. The properties of
Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x are discussed further in the chapter 6.

1
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Figure 10. N composition x of Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x as a function of growth
temperature for two In compositions y = 0.1 and y = 0.3 [Publ. IV].
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3.4 Growth rate
In the MOVPE-growth of arsenide-nitrides, the N composition has been
found to increase with increasing growth rate [62, 77]. This is probably due to
the reduced desorption time for N at the surface. However, the high growth rate
also shortens the migration lengths of atoms at the surface, which may lead to
surface roughening. The best material quality is achieved with a low growth rate
of about 0.15 µm/h [73, 78]. Again, here is a compromise between the N
incorporation efficiency and the material quality.
The growth rate of crystal is mainly determined by the total flux of groupIII precursors. An incomplete TMGa decomposition at low temperatures [62]
and prereactions between precursors [59] also have an impact on the growth rate
of arsenide nitrides. In publication IV we have estimated a decrease in the
growth rate due to the incomplete TMGa decomposition for GaAs and GaAsN
by 10% at 540°C and by 15% at 520°C compared to the growth rate at higher
temperatures.

3.5 V/III-ratio
An excess of group-V precursors is applied in epitaxial growth of III–V
compound semiconductors to protect the crystal surface. The desorption of the
group-V atoms from the surface enhances with increasing temperature, whereas
that of group-III atoms is assumed to be negligible at the typical range of growth
temperatures. Thus, at higher temperatures a larger excess of group-V precursors
has to be used.
For the surface protection of GaAs1-xNx in MOVPE at low growth
temperatures a very low TBAs/III ratio of about two is sufficient. The surface of
GaAs1-xNx with a small x is mostly covered by arsenic and the desorption of
arsenic is slow at low growth temperatures. The As and N atoms are competing
for the same lattice site in the crystal. Thus, the N composition x is effectively
controlled by TBAs/III ratio [77] and the N composition increases with
decreasing TBAs/III ratio. However, the surface protection is lost if the TBAs/III
ratio is decreased below a critical limit and the atomically flat surface changes
into three-dimensional features.
In publication I, the optimal growth conditions for the maximum N
incorporation were studied. The growth temperature of 530°C and the growth
rate of 1.1 µm/h were used. Figure 11 shows the N compositions obtained with
different TBAs and DMHy fluxes. The triangles show the effect of increasing
DMHy flux, while the TBAs/III ratio was kept constant. The N composition
increases almost linearly up to x = 5% with increasing DMHy flux and then
saturates to the maximum value of 5.6%. The circles show the effect of the
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TBAs flux. The N composition is decreased rapidly, when the TBAs flux is
increased. Several attempts were used to achieve a larger N concentration by
decreasing the TBAs/III ratio. However, the x-ray diffraction satellite peaks of
GaAs1-xNx/GaAs multi quantum well structures disappeared when the TBAs/III
ratio was decreased further. Thus, the critical limit for the TBAs/III ratio with
used growth parameters was two. The dashed lines in figure 11 connect the data
points with the same DMHy/V ratios. They show that the N composition is
dependent also on the V/III ratio when the ratio of DMHy and TBAs is kept
constant. The dependence of the N composition on the V/III ratio increases with
increasing DMHy/V ratio.
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Figure 11. N composition x of GaAs1-xNx as a function of V/III ratio [Publ. I].
Dashed lines are guides to eye.
The V/III ratio affects the migration length of group-three atoms on the
surface. The topmost group-III atoms migrate on the surface, but when they are
covered with group-V atoms, the movement is halted. With a high V/III ratio the
mean migration length of the surface atoms is decreased. Alexandre et al. [79]
found that the optical quality of the arsenide-nitride quantum wells was greatly
enhanced with a high V/III ratio. They used a high TBAs/III ratio to stabilize the
growth surface and a high DMHy/V ratio to still obtain a sufficient N
incorporation.

3.6 Pressure and carrier gas
The reactor pressure and the carrier gas flux are parameters used to
control the gas flow dynamics in the reactor. Hydrogen is typically used as a
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carrier gas. The aim is a laminar flow of gas without vortices to obtain a uniform
growth conditions across the reactor. The suitable pressures and gas flows are
reactor-specific. The uniform gas flow is difficult to achieve in atmospheric
pressure, and thus low pressures are used to speed up the gas flow and to achieve
a vortex free gas flow and uniform growth conditions.
The gas speed and pressure also have an effect on the diffusion of the
molecules in the gas phase, the switching speed between the grown materials,
and the temperature distribution in the reactor. At low pressures the diffusion is
enhanced, which increases the prereactions between the precursors. However,
the gas speed is also increased at low pressures and thus the time for the
prereactions is shorter than at the atmospheric pressure. By changing the carrier
gas from H2 to N2 the diffusion is decreased without changing the reaction time
in the gas phase [80]. The selection of the carrier gas might have an effect on the
reactions in the gas phase also by definition. Hydrogen usually has a role in the
reactions of metalorganics. The switching speed is important in the growth of
complicated structures like quantum dots and the temperature distribution in the
reactor has an effect on the growth uniformity.
Ougazzaden et al. [81] studied the effect of N2 carrier gas on the growth of
arsenide-nitrides. They found that the N incorporation efficiency was increased
and that the interaction between In and N incorporation was decreased when
using N2 as a carrier gas. The mechanism behind the phenomenon is not clear.
However, the carrier gas mixture of H2 and N2 gives a new independent
parameter for the growth control of arsenide-nitrides. A large H impurity
concentration has been observed in arsenide-nitrides grown by MOVPE [76].
Kurtz et al. [63] reported that the change of the carrier gas from H2 to N2 has no
effect on the H impurity concentration in the solid. Thus, the large H
concentration originates from the precursor molecules.

3.7 MOVPE vs. MBE
The molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) differs in many ways from MOVPE
in the growth of arsenide-nitrides, especially when elemental solid sources are
used in MBE. The MBE-growth is performed in a vacuum and the atomic In, Ga
and As are evaporated from their solid counterparts. The atomic N is cracked
from N2 gas with a radio-frequency plasma cell. Thus, pure reactive atomic
sources are delivered to the MBE chamber. In such conditions, much lower
growth temperatures can be used and, overall, the growth is easier to control.
The decomposition of precursors, the prereactions between them and the
concentration of background impurities are not a concern. However, MOVPE
has advantages over MBE in production related issues like easy maintenance,
high uptime, good growth uniformity, and lower total expenses. And after a
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careful optimization of growth conditions, the difference in the resulted material
quality is typically small between these growth methods [4]. However, some
defects related material properties of MOVPE- and MBE-grown arsenidenitrides are found to be different [82]. Thus, the growth method should be
noticed when studying the material properties of arsenide-nitrides.
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4 STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES

The structural properties of GaAs1-xNx were studied in this thesis using
several experimental methods. The surface morphology of the material is
discussed in section 4.1 by means of the atomic force microscopy results.
Section 4.2 describes the use of x-ray methods in the dislocation formation
studies and in the determination of the critical thickness of GaAs1-xNx on GaAs.
Section 4.3 introduces the point defects found in GaAs1-xNx and section 4.4
describes the study of gallium vacancies using positron annihilation
spectroscopy.

4.1 Surface morphology
The surface morphology of arsenide-nitrides has been found to change
from an atomically flat surface into three-dimensional structures when the N
composition is increased [77, 83, 84]. The low growth temperature, that is
required for the N incorporation, prevents the step-flow growth of the material.
In the two-dimensional step-flow growth, the atoms migrate on the surface until
they reach atomic steps and the growth occurs only at those steps. Thus, the
surface is constantly as flat as possible and the heterointerfaces between the
materials are possible in the scale of one monolayer. At low growth temperatures
the migration length is decreased. When the mean migration length is smaller
than the distance between atomic steps, the growth mode is changed to quasitwo-dimensional. The growth occurs at one-monolayer-high islands, which are
randomly distributed at the surface. This growth mode is typically detected for
arsenide-nitrides [77], and the surface roughness has been found to increase with
increasing N composition [83]. For the N composition x over 0.04 also threedimensional surface structures are detected [77, 83]. The possible reasons for the
three-dimensional structures at high N compositions are an insufficient arsenic
protection of the surface and the high strain between the substrate and the
epilayer.
In publication VI, the surface morphology of GaAs1-xNx on GaAs was
studied with atomic force microscopy (AFM). In AFM the surface is scanned
with an extremely sharp tip using piezo actuators, and the height of the tip is
measured with a laser beam reflection. The technique provides an atomic
resolution in the vertical direction and a resolution of 10–50 nm in the horizontal
plane depending on the tip. Figure 12 shows two AFM images recorded with a
silicon nitride tip in the contact mode. Figures 12(a) and 12(b) show the surfaces
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of GaAs0.965N0.035 layers before and after annealing, respectively. The roughness
of the as-grown surface is more than one monolayer. The height range is 0.57
nm, which corresponds to about two monolayers. This is the typical roughness
that was obtained with N compositions from 0 to 0.056. Due to annealing at
700°C the surface was smoothed. The height range in the figure 12(b) is 0.27
nm, which corresponds to about one monolayer. The atomic steps are clearly
seen. The three-dimensional surface structures were not observed even at N
compositions over 0.04. The only indication of the interface degradation
between GaAs1-xNx and GaAs was found in publication I. The x-ray diffraction
satellite peaks of the GaAs1-xNx/GaAs multi quantum wells disappeared, when
the TBAs/III ratio was decreased below two. Similar behavior was reported in
the Ref. 77. However, we have shown that the GaAs1-xNx with the N
composition x of up to 0.056 can be grown without a significant surface
degradation as long as the surface protection with arsenic is sufficient.

(a)

(b)

Figure 12. Atomic force micrographs of (a) as-grown and (b) annealed 130-nmthick GaAs0.965N0.035 layers on GaAs.

4.2 Misfit dislocations
A critical thickness in the heteroepitaxial growth is understood as the
thickness that can be grown coherently without a formation of misfit dislocations
or three-dimensional islands. The lattice constant of the coherently grown
epilayer is strained to that of the substrate in the horizontal plane. The critical
thickness decreases with increasing lattice mismatch between the epilayer and
the substrate. When the epilayer is thicker than the critical thickness, the strain
relaxes through the misfit dislocations or the island formation. Thus, it is
important to know the critical thickness of the material system to be able to grow
high quality strained GaAs1-xNx epilayers on GaAs.
Uesugi et al. [85, 86] studied the critical thickness of GaAs1-xNx on GaAs
with different N compositions using a high-resolution x-ray diffraction mapping
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technique. However, the technique is not sensitive to single misfit dislocations
but rather to the average relaxation of the strain. This leads easily to the
overestimation of the critical thickness. In this thesis, two kinds of x-ray
methods were used for sample characterization.
High-resolution x-ray diffraction (HRXRD) was used to determine the
thickness and the composition of the grown epitaxial layers and synchrotron xray topography was used to detect misfit dislocations in the layers. These x-ray
methods are based on the diffraction of x-rays from the lattice planes of the
crystalline sample [87]. The angle of diffraction is dependent on the x-ray
wavelength and the distance between the lattice planes. HRXRD uses an exact
narrow-band x-ray source, which enables an accurate resolving of the lattice
constant of the sample by measuring the diffraction angle. A modular Philips
X'Pert Pro diffractometer was used for the HRXRD studies in this thesis. The
synchrotron x-ray topography [88, 89] uses a wide spectrum of x-ray
wavelengths, which leads to a number of diffracted topographs of the sample in
different diffraction angles. The topography technique is very sensitive to the
strain and thus the strain field generated by a single misfit dislocation can be
detected. The topographs were recorded with a high-resolution photographic
film in a back-reflection geometry as illustrated in figure 13. The synchrotron xray beam was directed to the sample perpendicular to the sample surface through
a hole in the photographic film. Then, photographs were taken from the small
topographs (1 mm × 0.75 mm) using an optical microscope and a camera. The
topography
measurements
were
performed
at
the
Hamburger
Synchrotronstrahlungslabor (HASYLAB) at the Deutches ElektronenSynchrotron (DESY) in Hamburg, Germany, utilizing the continuous spectrum

_
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026
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Figure 13. Back-reflection geometry in synchrotron x-ray topography. Several
topographs of different lattice planes are recorded to film with single exposure
due to wide spectrum of x-ray wavelengths.
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of synchrotron radiation from a DORIS III storage-ring bending-magnet and
from an x-ray undulator.
The strain relaxation mechanism in the strained GaAs1-xNx on GaAs
structures was studied in publication VI. In epilayers thicker than the critical
thickness, an isotropic and a uniform misfit cross-hatched dislocation network
along two mutually perpendicular <1 1 0> directions was observed. As the total
strain was further increased when increasing the N composition or the epilayer
thickness, the dislocations accumulated and the strain relaxation was found to
continue through the cracks in the epilayer. However, some areas of the epilayer
still remain highly strained. Figure 14 shows AFM images and synchrotron x-ray
topographs of GaAs0.965N0.035 epilayers having a thickness of 80 nm and 220 nm
on GaAs substrate. Single dislocations can be detected with both techniques as
shown in figures 14(a) and 14(b). In topography, a much larger area is studied at
once, which makes it more sensitive in dislocation detection than AFM. Figures
14(c) and 14(d) show the AFM image and the topograph for the 220 nm thick
epilayer. The accumulation of dislocations is shown in the AFM image. The
topograph shows, in addition to the dislocations, some broad white lines. They
were confirmed to be cracks by AFM and optical microscopy.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

9 µm

350 µm

Figure 14. (a) Atomic force micrograph and (b) topograph of an 80-nm-thick
GaAs0.965N0.035 epilayer on GaAs. Similar pictures (c-d) for a 220-nm-thick
GaAs0.965N0.035 epilayer on GaAs. Scale in height is approximately 1 nm from
dark to bright color for AFM images.
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The critical thickness for GaAs1-xNx on GaAs was determined with the
two N compositions of x = 0.009 and x = 0.035. For the 500-nm-thick GaAs1-xNx
epilayer with x = 0.009 a very low misfit dislocation density was found, which
indicates that the epilayer thickness slightly exceeded the critical thickness. For
the GaAs0.965N0.035 epilayer the critical thickness was found to be between 50 nm
and 80 nm. The values obtained for the critical thickness are about two times
larger than the theoretical prediction [86]. Also Uesugi, Morooka, and Suemune
found that the critical thickness for GaAs1-xNx on GaAs is larger than predicted
by the theory [86]. They were able to grow coherent epilayers having a thickness
of up to six times the theoretical critical thickness. However, the values obtained
in this thesis show that the real critical thickness is smaller than the one obtained
by the HRXRD determination of the relaxation state.

4.3 Point defects
Intrinsic point defects are atomic perturbations in the lattice. GaAs1-xNx is
organized to the wurtzite lattice, where the gallium atoms should be bound to
four neighboring group-V atoms (figure 15(a)). Typical intrinsic point defects
are antisites, vacancies and interstitials, and they always exist in the materials.
Their density is dependent on the formation probabilities during the growth. The
growth conditions are optimized to keep the intrinsic defect concentration low.
Impurities are another type of point defects. The concentrations of the impurities
are dependent on the growth conditions, the type of precursors and the purity of
source materials. Typical impurities are carbon, oxygen and hydrogen.
The point defects may have electronic states in the band gap and thus have
severe effects on the electronic properties of the semiconductors. The effects of
the defects are pronounced when the mean distance between the defects is
shorter than the diffusion length of the carriers. Typically the defect
concentrations below 1014 cm-3 are not a concern. The point defects can be
harmful in several ways. Some defects trap carriers, some act as nonradiative
recombination centers, and some just disturb the carrier transport by increasing
the carrier scattering.
Several kinds of point defects have been reported to exist in arsenidenitrides. The degradation of the photoluminescence intensity [90] and the carrier
transport properties [91, 92] with increasing N composition indicate the
increasing concentration of nonradiative recombination centers and carrier traps.
The formation of the defects is specific to the growth conditions and thus the
consistent identification of these defects has been difficult. However, the
following point defects are identified in arsenide-nitrides: AsGa antisites, N
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Figure 15. Illustration of (a) substitutional N, (b) N–N split interstitial, and (c)
Ga vacancy and As antisite.
interstitials, Ga vacancies, and impurities like oxygen, carbon, and hydrogen.
AsGa antisites (figure 15(c)) were found from MBE-grown material in the
optically detected magnetic resonance studies and their density was found to
decrease during annealing [93, 94]. N interstitials were found in the MBE-grown
material by an ion-channeling technique and their concentration also decreased
during annealing [12, 95, 96]. Zhang and Wei [19] showed with thermodynamic
calculations that the N–N split interstitial (figure 15(b)) has relatively low
formation energy and that it forms a midgap electron state. Ga vacancies (figure
15(c)) were found in the MBE-grown material [96], and also in the MOVPEgrown material in this thesis. The Ga vacancies in the MOVPE-grown arsenidenitrides are discussed in detail in the following section. The high concentrations
of impurities are reported mainly for the MOVPE-grown materials. Oxygen was
found to form a midgap nonradiative recombination center [97]. Carbon is
known to act as a p-type dopant, and the incorporation of carbon is enhanced in
arsenide-nitrides [63, 76]. Hydrogen is found in MOVPE-grown materials in
large quantities and the high concentration of hydrogen was also found to remain
after annealing [76]. Thus, hydrogen is strongly bonded to the lattice. However,
the role of hydrogen to the material properties is not clear. Hydrogen was found
to passivate nitrogen in the MBE-grown arsenide-nitrides hydrogenated after the
growth [98, 99]. The effect was lost after annealing, which means that hydrogen
is in a different configuration in the MOVPE-grown arsenide-nitrides.

4.4 Gallium vacancies
In publication VII, the vacancies in the MOVPE-grown GaAs1-xNx were
studied with positron annihilation spectroscopy in Doppler-broadening mode
[100]. Figure 16(a) shows the principle of the measurement technique. A
monoenergetic positron beam was directed to the sample and the beam energy
was varied to scan the depth profile. Positrons thermalize very fast in the sample
and diffuse until they annihilate with electrons or are trapped. At room
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temperature, the positrons are effectively trapped by neutral and negatively
charged vacancy defects due to the missing positive atom core. In annihilation,
two gamma photons are created with energies of about 511 keV. The
annihilation spectrum of trapped positrons differs from that of free positrons by
a smaller Doppler-broadening. Figure 16(b) shows the determination of the line
shape parameters S and W as a fraction of counts in the central area and the
wing area of the peak, respectively. Due to the smaller Doppler broadening,
vacancies are detected as an increase in the low-momentum parameter S and a
decrease in the high-momentum parameter W. The different vacancy defects
have different annihilation line shapes and thus characteristic S and W
parameters are observed for the defects. The measurement is sensitive in the
vacancy density range approximately from 1016 cm-3 to 1019 cm-3.

Angular
correlation
180° ± θ

Monoenergetic
positron beam

(b)
10

Intensity

511 keV

(a)

4

103
102

Sample
Doppler broadening
511 keV ± ∆E

500

510

520

Energy (keV)

Figure 16. (a) Annihilation of positron with electron of solid sample. (b)
Example of positron annihilation spectrum and illustration of determination of S
and W parameters.
An increase of the S parameter and a decrease of the W parameter were
observed for GaAs1-xNx with increasing N composition. The behavior of the
positron annihilation line shape is a clear indication of vacancy defects. Figure
17 shows the measured W and S parameters for four GaAs1-xNx samples with
different N composition x. The data is in line between a vacancy-free p-type
GaAs reference and reference samples containing high density of Ga vacancies.
Figure 17 shows also the characteristic values for As vacancies. Even though the
determination of the characteristic values for the vacancies is difficult and has
some uncertainties, the data shows the vacancies to be Ga vacancies. The
MOVPE-grown arsenide-nitrides were found to be p-type, which supports the
assumption of the vacancies being Ga vacancies. Arsenic vacancies are not
typically seen with positron annihilation spectroscopy in p-type GaAs, because
of their positive charge. However, Corbel et al. [103] showed that Ga vacancies
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are not stable in the GaAs lattice at temperatures above 300°C and the GaAs1-xNx
samples were grown at > 500°C. Thus, the detected Ga vacancies have to form
defect complexes with some other defects or impurities. We suggest that a
possible defect complex is formed from a Ga vacancy and a group-V antisite due
their opposite charge. The concentration of the Ga vacancies was found to
anticorrelate with photoluminescence intensity before and after annealing. The
anticorrelation suggests that the defect complex containing Ga vacancy acts as a
nonradiative recombination center.
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Figure 17. High-momentum parameter W as a function of low-momentum
parameter S for as grown GaAs1-xNx samples [Publ. VII]. Characteristic W and
S parameters for VAs ( ) and VGa ( ) are from Refs. 101 and 102, respectively,
and parameters for VGa (∇) are measured in this work. Dashed lines are guides
to eye.
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5 OPTICAL PROPERTIES

The optical properties of arsenide-nitrides at different temperatures were
studied using photoluminescence. Section 5.1 describes the luminescence
properties of GaAs1-xNx and the effect of the post-growth treatments on the
luminescence properties are discussed in section 5.2. Section 5.3 introduces the
photoreflectance measurements of GaAs1-xNx bulk and quantum well layers and
discusses the energy difference between the two structures.

5.1 Luminescence
The luminescence properties of materials are typically studied with
photoluminescence (PL) methods, where free carriers are excited to the material
with high-energy photons. The carriers thermalize rapidly (in picoseconds) to the
energy states in the band edges and then luminescence from electronic
transitions over the energy band can be detected. The luminescence is dispersed
with an optical grating and the spectrum of the luminescence is detected with a
proper light detector.
GaAs1-xNx shows luminescence properties that are typical for materials
exhibiting exciton localization at the band edges due to potential fluctuations
[104]. The spectral shape of the luminescence changes at different temperatures.
The photoluminescence (PL) peak has an exponential low-energy tail at low
temperatures < 200 K [29], which is caused by the energy distribution of the
density of the localized states below the conduction band edge. At higher
temperatures > 300 K the PL peak has a typical high-energy tail caused by the
emission from the thermally populated delocalized states of the energy band.
The transition from the localized exciton emission to the band edge emission
with increasing temperature causes an S-shaped behavior for the PL peak energy
as a function of the temperature [105]. The PL emission is strongly dependent on
the excitation power. Not only the PL intensity, but also the PL peak energy
shifts at low temperatures, because of the state filling of the localized states. The
PL peak energy increases when the PL intensity increases, and vise versa. Long
PL decay times have been measured for arsenide-nitrides at low temperatures
[23, 105]. The PL decay times of over 4 ns have been found for the localized
states in the low-energy tail, whereas the high-energy edge of the PL peak
exhibits a decay time of less than 500 ps. The short decay time at the highenergy edge of the PL peak is attributed to the diffusion of the delocalized
excitons to the rapid nonradiative centers. At room temperature such a behavior
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is not found. The whole PL peak exhibits about the same decay time of several
hundreds of picoseconds [105]. At high N compositions the decay time shortens
due to the increasing concentration of the nonradiative defects.

PL intensity (arb. units)

Figure 18 shows an example of PL spectra at temperatures of 15 K and
300 K. The sample is a 5-nm-thick GaAs0.967N0.033 quantum well (QW) on GaAs
with the GaAs cap having a thickness of 50 nm. The MOVPE-growth was done
at 530°C with the growth rate of 1.1 µm/h and the TBAs/III ratio of 4. The
composition was determined using x-ray diffraction of a 500-nm-thick layer
grown with the same parameters. The PL was excited using the 488 nm line of
an argon ion laser with the relatively large intensity of 200 W/cm2. At room
temperature the PL peak has a high-energy tail caused by the thermal population
of the carriers.
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Figure 18. Photoluminescence spectra of annealed GaAs0.967N0.033/GaAs
quantum well sample at temperatures of 15 K and 300 K. Quantum well
thickness is 5 nm.
At the temperature of 15 K the intensity of the PL is about 400 times
higher than at room temperature and the shift between the peaks is about 60
meV. The low-energy tail of the PL peak at low temperatures was used to
estimate the localization potential Eo [24]. The exponential energy distribution of
the density-of-states denoted as ρ ( E ) ∝ e E E was fitted to the low-energy tail.
The localization potential of 16 meV was found to describe the GaAs1-xNx/GaAs
QWs in publication VIII. The small localization potential indicates a good
composition homogeneity of GaAs1-xNx. Indeed, McKay et al. [106] studied the
N distribution in GaAs1-xNx grown in similar conditions as in this thesis and
o
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found that N was randomly distributed. Only the number of the nearest-neighbor
N pairs was slightly enhanced compared to the random distribution.

5.2 Post-growth treatments
Despite the reasonably good structural properties of GaAs1-xNx, the PL
intensity degrades rapidly with increasing N composition. This has been
attributed to the increasing concentration of nonradiative point defects in the
material. Thus, Rao et al. [107] used a large excitation intensity in the PL studies
of arsenide-nitrides and found that the PL intensity is greatly enhanced after
laser treatment or thermal annealing. With growth optimization and thermal
annealing the optical quality of GaInNAs has developed to be comparable to that
of conventional InGaAs [108]. The both post-growth treatments, laser treatment
and thermal annealing, have been studied in this thesis.
In publication VIII, the effect of laser treatment on the PL intensity of
GaAs1-xNx was studied. The excitation intensities over 50 W/cm2 caused
permanent changes in the material. Figure 19 shows the effect of the laser
treatment with increasing treatment intensity. The PL excitation intensity was
the same 42 W/cm2 for all the spectra. The irradiation was done at 15 K
temperature for 60 seconds prior to the measurement of the PL spectrum. The
PL intensity increases rapidly with increasing laser treatment intensity and then
saturates at laser treatment intensities over 104 W/cm2. The shift in the PL peak
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Figure 19. Photoluminescence spectra measured at 15 K before and after laser
treatments of GaAs0.955N0.045/GaAs quantum well having thickness of 5 nm [Publ.
VIII]. PL excitation intensity was 42 W/cm2 for all spectra.
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energy with increasing PL intensity is due to the state filling of localized states,
which again is the consequence of decreased concentration of nonradiative
recombination centers. Overall, the effect of laser treatment should be noticed
when operating with large excitation intensities.
In publications I and IV, the thermal annealing was studied for the
GaAs1-xNx and Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x quantum wells, respectively. Annealing was
performed in the MOVPE reactor. The optimum annealing conditions for the
maximum PL intensity were at 700°C for 10 minutes using a TBAs excess in H2
carrier gas. The annealed samples exhibited an increased luminescence intensity
and a shift in the PL peak energy toward higher energies as compared to the asgrown samples. The increased PL intensity is due to the decreased concentration
of nonradiative centers. The shift in the PL peak energy is pronounced in
GaInNAs, where a local rearrangement of the N neighboring atoms is found to
occur during the annealing [109]. In GaAsN the small shift in the PL peak
energy is due to the state filling of the localized states similarly as in case of
laser treatment.
Figure 20 shows the PL spectra of a 5-nm-thick GaAs0.967N0.033/GaAs QW
with different post-growth treatments. The luminescence of the QW was at the
spectral range of 1.1–1.25 eV. The annealed sample exhibited an enhanced PL
intensity as compared to the as-grown sample over the whole measured spectral
range, whereas the PL intensity of the laser treated sample was enhanced only at
the spectral range of below 1.25 eV. This is due to the different nature of the
treatments. In annealing, the whole lattice gains thermal energy, which allows
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Figure 20. Photoluminescence spectra of 5-nm-thick GaAs0.967N0.033/GaAs
quantum well before and after different post-growth treatments.
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the rearrangement of atomic configuration in the material. The laser treatment
affects the defects in the lattice most likely because of recombination enhanced
defect reactions [107, 110]. A high density of carriers is generated in the
material and the carriers focus their energy on the volumes with the fastest
recombination channels. Thus, the changes in the atomic configurations are
possible only in the vicinity of the fast nonradiative recombination centers,
where the band gap energy Eg is transformed into the lattice vibration energy by
a series of coherent carrier captures. The laser treatment is a precision tool for
specific defects. The largest PL intensity was obtained by using the both postgrowth treatments.
The spectra in figure 20 show many typical details about the optical
properties of MOVPE-grown GaAs1-xNx. The PL intensity of the as-grown
sample was very small and an enhancement of the orders of magnitudes was
observed in the PL intensity after a post-growth treatment. A broad
luminescence peak below the QW peak in energy was observed. It is related to
the defect states in GaAs1-xNx and its PL intensity was enhanced in the postgrowth treatments. However, the intensity was only about the hundredth part of
the QW luminescence intensity. The spectral features above 1.25 eV in energy
were attributed to GaAs related, because their intensity did not change in the
laser treatment. The laser treatment affects the carrier density in the GaAsN QW
only. The peak at 1.512 eV was caused by excitons in GaAs and the peak at
1.494 eV was related to the carbon impurity state in GaAs. The concentration of
carbon is increased in GaAs grown at low temperatures and thus the intensity of
the peak was relatively high and two LO-phonon replicas were observed. The
origin of the peak at 1.36 eV is presumably the copper impurities in GaAs [111]
having similar optical properties with carbon impurity. In publication I the peak
at 1.36 eV was attributed to the diffused N in the GaAs barriers. That is an
unlikely explanation for the peak, because no other PL peaks of the dilute N
concentration in the GaAs barriers have been found. The small shift in energy
between the annealed and laser treated QW peaks was likely due to the growth
nonuniformity in the sample.
A remarkable difference between the two post-growth treatments for
GaInNAs was found in publication VIII. Annealing shifts the PL peak energy of
GaInNAs for 86 meV toward higher energies due to the local rearrangement of
atoms, whereas the shift after the laser treatment was negligible. Thus, laser
treatment could offer advantages over annealing in the long-wavelength
GaInNAs structures, where the blue shift of the PL peak should be avoided.
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5.3 Photoreflectance
The energy band structure of the GaAs1-xNx layers was studied with
photoreflectance. In the photoreflectance method the electric field of the material
is modulated with an absorbing laser beam and the reflectance spectrum is
measured simultaneously [112]. The modulation of the electric field changes the
energies of the electron states in the material, which causes changes to the
reflectance spectrum at energies of the absorbing transitions. Thus, the energies
of the optical transitions are detected.
Figure 21 shows the lowest transition energies observed from 500-nmthick GaAs1-xNx bulk layers and 5-nm-thick GaAs1-xNx quantum wells with the N
composition x of from 0% to 4.5%. The difference in the transition energy
between the bulk layer and the quantum well is due to the quantization energy of
the carriers in the quantum well. Figure 21 shows that the quantization energy
increases as the N composition x increases. This is partly due to the increasing
confinement potential (Eg,GaAs – Eg,GaAsN). The fitting of the data with the
conventional potential well model leads inevitably to a decreasing electron
effective mass with increasing N composition x from 0.9% to 4.5%. The similar
results were reported by Zhang et al. [31]. However, Skierbiszewski et al. [39]
showed that the strong non-parabolic nature of the conduction band prevents the
use of the conventional potential well model, which assumes parabolic bands.
They explained the data of Zhang et al. by means of the band anticrossing model
(see section 2.3), which predicts the gradually increasing electron effective mass
with increasing N composition x.
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Figure 21. Transition energies of 500-nm-thick GaAs1-xNx bulk layer and 5-nmthick GaAs1-xNx quantum well (QW) on GaAs as a function of N composition x.
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6 GaInNAs

Quantum dots and the novel Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x material are used in the lowbang-gap device applications on GaAs. The high N compositions are not used in
the components due to the negative impact of N to the properties of the material.
Section 6.1 describes the applications of lattice matched Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x and
discusses the growth and the electrical properties of the alloy. Section 6.2
introduces Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x quantum wells and their use in semiconductor lasers.
The combination of the quantum dots and the Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x material is
discussed in the section 6.3.

6.1 Bulk layers
The quaternary alloy Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x is a significant addition to the
selection of the III–V compound semiconductors. There exist no other
compound with a low band gap that can be lattice matched to GaAs.
Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x is lattice matched to GaAs when y ≈ 3x. The novel quaternary
alloy allows the tuning of the band gap for thick layers on GaAs from 1.42 eV to
below 1 eV. Device applications like multijunction solar cells and heterojunction
bipolar transistors benefit from such a possibility. The novel compound allows
the enhancement of the total efficiency of the multijunction solar cells [113] and
the reduction of the turn-on voltage of the heterojunction bipolar transistors
[114]. The electrical and optical properties of Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x are similar to those
of GaAs1-xNx including the defect problems with increasing N composition x.
The fast nonradiative recombination in Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x reduces the minoritycarrier diffusion length and is also a major concern for electrical applications
like solar cells and transistors [113].
Adding of indium to GaAs1-xNx further complicates the MOVPE growth
procedure. A rapid decrease in the N incorporation efficiency was found with
increasing In content of the Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x alloy [115]. However, with the MBE
growth technique the In and N compositions can be controlled independently
[74, 116]. The reason for the dependency between the In and N compositions in
MOVPE is not clear, but the effects like surface reconstruction [117] and
stronger Ga–N bond over In–N bond combined with the indium segregation on
the surface [115] have been reported. Recently, NF3 was found to be an effective
N source that strongly reduces the dependency between the In and N
compositions [64].
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The effects of post-growth annealing are also more complicated on
Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x than on GaAs1-xNx. Kurtz et al. [118] reported that mainly Ga–N
bonds were found from as-grown Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x and after annealing a signal
form In–N bond raised, which implies atomic changes in the N neighbors during
annealing. Klar et al. [109] showed with samples having a large In composition
of y = 0.3 that after annealing at high temperatures the N occurs at In rich
environments. They proposed that the Ga–N bonds are favored at the surface
during the growth and that appropriate annealing leads to In rich configurations
of N due to the dominance of local strain effects in the bulk.
The doping of the lattice matched Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x grown by MBE was
studied in publication II. The unintentional doped material was n-type, having a
free electron concentration of 5 × 1015 cm-3. The n-type and p-type alloys were
doped with Si and Be, respectively. The carrier concentrations were observed to
decrease substantially with increasing N content in both n- and p-type materials.
After annealing the carrier concentration of the p-type material recovered,
whereas that of the n-type material remained low. The mobility of the carriers
was also decreased with increasing N content. Annealing slightly recovered the
carrier mobility in both n- and p-type materials.
Figure 22(a) shows the hole concentration of MOVPE-grown
Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x as a function of the N composition x. The layers were lattice
matched to GaAs and unintentionally p-type doped with carbon. The carbon
incorporation from precursors is enhanced at low growth temperatures. The hole
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Figure 22. Hole (a) concentration and (b) mobility as a function of N
composition x in Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x epilayers lattice-matched (y ≈ 3x) to GaAs.
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concentration was found to decrease with increasing N content and to be
unchanged during annealing. This is presumably due to the carrier compensation
by a donor type defect that is not affected by annealing. The most likely
candidate for the defect is H donor impurity [119]. The high concentration of the
H impurity was reported to remain during annealing [76]. Also the mobility of
the holes in Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x was found to degrade with increasing N composition
x. A slight recovery of the mobility was found after annealing. This is probably
due to the decreased defect concentration by annealing.

6.2 Quantum wells
The potential of Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x as an active material in the longwavelength quantum well (QW) lasers on GaAs has been the driving force of the
research of arsenide-nitrides. Typically, the Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x quantum wells are
highly compressively strained due to the large In composition y from 0.2 to 0.4.
The transition energy of a Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x QW with x = 0 can be tuned from
1.42 eV to below 1.1 eV. However, the strain prevents the high quality QWs
with transition energies below 1 eV, and thus N has to be introduced to achieve
the telecommunication wavelengths of 1.3 µm and 1.55 µm at the photon
energies of 0.95 eV and 0.80 eV, respectively.
In publication IV, the MOVPE growth conditions for the Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x
quantum wells were studied. The incorporation of N from dimethylhydrazine
was very difficult when the In composition y was 0.3 and larger. Thus, the
lowest transition energies were obtained with In compositions around 0.23.
Figure 23 shows the room-temperature photoluminescence spectra of the
Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x quantum wells annealed at 700°C for 10 minutes. The
luminescence intensity decreases rapidly with increasing N composition x. Thus,
a nitrogen composition as low as possible should be used for the device
applications. The 1.3 µm and 1.55 µm emission wavelengths require the N
compositions of 1–2% and 3–4%, respectively.
Laser structures were grown using three Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x quantum wells
with y = 0.2 and x < 0.02 buried in GaAs in the active layer. The active layer
was grown between 1.5-µm-thick Al0.32Ga0.68As waveguide layers on n-type
doped substrate. When excited with femtosecond laser pulses, the lasers with x =
0.01–0.02 exhibit threshold excitation intensities of about 7 times larger than the
reference laser structure with x = 0. The Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x quantum wells showed
very different optical properties inside the laser structures from the test samples
grown on undoped semi-insulating GaAs without the laser structure. Two
reasons were suggested. First, Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x is very sensitive to the growth
temperature and the doped substrates have a slightly different surface
temperature than the undoped substrates. Second, the AlGaAs layer under the
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active layer was found to decrease the N composition. This might be due to the
difference in the surface reconstruction of Al(Ga)As and GaAs [117, 120].
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Figure 23. Room-temperature photoluminescence spectra of 6-nm-thick
Ga0.68In0.32NxAs1-x quantum wells with x = 0, x = 0.006, and x = 0.014. Also
spectrum of 9-nm-thick Ga0.74In0.26N0.03As0.97 quantum well is shown.

6.3 Quantum dots
In(Ga)As quantum dots are extensively studied for the GaAs-based
telecommunication lasers as an active material operating at 1.3 µm wavelength
[1, 121]. The quantum dots are self-assembled three-dimensional In(Ga)As
islands formed on GaAs due to strain effects when the epilayer thickness
exceeds the critical thickness. However, the islands are coherently strained on
GaAs and thus exhibit excellent optical properties. Figure 24 shows the typical
size of the islands. The homogeneity and the size distribution of the islands can
be controlled with the growth parameters like the growth temperature, the
growth rate and the V/III-ratio. The challenge in the quantum dot growth for
lasers is to obtain a homogenous distribution of proper sized islands with a high
areal density. The densities from 1010 cm-2 to 1011 cm-2 are required for the lasers
to realize a sufficient optical gain at quantum dot ground state energy.
The quantum dot structures and the Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x material are both used
to reach long-wavelength operation on GaAs. Sopanen et al. [122] combined the
two materials using MBE and achieved a room-temperature photoluminescence
at 1.52 µm wavelength. In publication III, the growth of the Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x
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quantum dots by MOVPE was studied. The N incorporation from
dimethylhydrazine to the islands was found to be negligible due to the high In
composition y > 0.45 needed for the island formation. However, the use of
dimethylhydrazine during the growth was found to be useful, because it turned
to act as an independent tuning parameter for the island formation. The areal
density of the islands was increased by up to one order of magnitude as
compared to that of the respective GaInAs islands and the size of the islands was
controlled with the dimethylhydrazine flow. An enhanced room-temperature
photoluminescence was observed at 1.3 µm wavelength from the quantum dot
samples grown with dimethylhydrazine.

GaAs cap

barrier layer

20–60 nm

5–15 nm

GaAs substrate

InGaAs QD

Figure 24. Schematic illustration of InGaAs quantum dots on GaAs. Quantum
dots are buried in barrier layer.
The covering of the In0.5Ga0.5As quantum dots with a Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x
barrier layer was studied in publication V. The barrier layer on the islands is
illustrated in figure 24. The barrier layer decreases the carrier confinement
energy and reduces the strain in the quantum dots [123]. Thus, the energy states
of the quantum dots are decreased. The N incorporation into the In0.15Ga0.85As
barrier layer with MOVPE is much easier than into the In0.5Ga0.5As islands due
to the lower In composition in the barrier layer. The wavelength and the
intensity of the photoluminescence increased at the vicinity of 1.3 µm
wavelength when Ga0.85In0.15NxAs1-x was used as a barrier layer instead of
In0.15Ga0.85As. The N composition x was not determined, but according to
previous studies it was about 0.02. When the N composition in the barrier layer
was further increased, a type II band alignment was observed. The conduction
band edge of the Ga0.85In0.15NxAs1-x barrier layer decreased below that of the
In0.5Ga0.5As quantum dots.
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7 SUMMARY

The long-wavelength emission on GaAs substrates has motivated the
study of quantum dots and the novel Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x material. Both of the
methods are developing rapidly and the commercial products utilizing them are
about to emerge on the market. However, a lot of work is still needed to bring
these technologies to their full potential. In this thesis, the N incorporation from
dimethylhydrazine (DMHy) into Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x by MOVPE was studied and
the Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x material was combined with the quantum dot technology.
The electrical, structural, and optical properties of Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x were studied
with various experimental techniques.
The incorporation efficiency of N into GaAs is very low and thus the
MOVPE growth of GaAs1-xNx requires carefully optimized growth conditions.
The record high N composition x of 0.056 for the GaAs1-xNx quantum wells was
achieved using a low growth temperature of 530°C and a low TBAs/III-ratio of
2. The similar growth conditions combined with an extremely high DMHy/Vratio of 0.97 and the In composition y of 0.26 for the Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x quantum
wells were used to obtain the 1.61 µm wavelength emission on GaAs substrate.
The luminescence intensity of Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x decreased rapidly with
increasing N composition and thus the post-growth treatments were studied to
recover the luminescence intensity. A reasonable luminescence intensity at the
wavelength of 1.38 µm from a GaAs0.944N0.056 quantum well structure was
obtained at a low temperature of 9 K using post-growth annealing in the
MOVPE reactor at 700°C for 10 minutes. The similar annealing treatment
resulted in a room-temperature luminescence at 1.51 µm wavelength from a
Ga0.74In0.26N0.03As0.97 quantum well structure. The enhancement of the
luminescence intensity due to annealing was typically orders of magnitudes. The
laser treatment was found to be as effective as annealing in increasing the
photoluminescence intensity of the GaAs1-xNx quantum wells. However, a
difference between the two post-growth methods was found for the
Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x quantum wells. A negligible blue shift was observed after the
laser treatment as compared to that after annealing. The novel phenomenon is
advantageous when reaching long wavelengths with Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x.
The electrical properties of lattice matched Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x with y ≈ 3x
grown by MBE and MOVPE were studied. The MBE-grown n- and p-type
alloys were doped with Si and Be, respectively. The carrier concentrations were
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observed to decrease substantially with increasing N content in both n- and ptype materials. After annealing the carrier concentration of the p-type material
recovered, whereas that of the n-type material remained low. The MOVPEgrown Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x was found to be unintentionally p-doped presumably due
to carbon impurities. The free carrier concentration decreased with increasing N
composition x and was not affected by annealing.
A good structural quality of the GaAs1-xNx layers was observed as long as
the layer thickness was smaller than the critical thickness. The critical thickness
was determined with two N compositions of x = 0.009 and x = 0.035. For the
500-nm-thick GaAs1-xNx epilayer with x = 0.009 the thickness slightly exceeded
the critical thickness. For the GaAs0.965N0.035 epilayer, the critical thickness was
between 50 nm and 80 nm. The values obtained for the critical thickness are
about twice as large as the theoretical prediction. The vacancy-type point defects
in MOVPE-grown GaAs1-xNx were studied for the first time and an increasing
concentration of Ga vacancies was found with increasing N composition x. The
anticorrelation between the photoluminescence intensity and the vacancy
concentration was attributed to nonradiative recombination through the defect
complexes containing the Ga vacancies.
The growth of the Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x quantum dots by MOVPE and the use
of Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x as a barrier layer for the InGaAs quantum dots were studied.
The use of dimethylhydrazine during the quantum dot growth increased the areal
density of the islands by up to one order of magnitude as compared to that of the
respective GaInAs islands, and the dimethylhydrazine flow was found to control
the size of the islands. An enhanced room-temperature photoluminescence was
observed at 1.3 µm wavelength from the quantum dot samples grown with
dimethylhydrazine. Also the benefit of Ga1-yInyNxAs1-x as a barrier layer for the
InGaAs quantum dots was shown.
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